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TyeDee Bin 2021 Quote

Our TyeDee Bins are available in a variety of sizes and dimensions.
One of our bins is sure to be the right solution for your storage needs!

TyeDee Bin Cub

Dimensions: Outside 36″ W x 24″ x 24″ D

The TyeDee Bin Cub is our smallest model, but don’t let its compact size fool you. The Cub is still
large enough for most residential uses and will easily hold four large garbage bags.

$699.00 CDN

TyeDee Bin Original

Dimensions: Outside 48″ W x 30″ H x 24″ D

The TyeDee Bin Original is our most popular model. It large capacity will hold at least 6 large sized
garbage bags. If used for intermediate storage of waste or recycling it has room for two standard
sized waste containers, or for one container and two blue boxes.

$780.00 CDN

TyeDee Bin XL

Dimensions: Outside 60″ W x 30″ H x 24″ D

Our largest top lid loading bin! The XL is suited to larger households, small offices or to share with
neighbours, and will hold about eight standard sized bags. The XL would also hold two standard
sized garbage containers, recycling boxes, or organics bins.

$955.00 CDN

TyeDee Bin Kamper

Dimensions: Outside 60″ W x 44″ H Front/48" Back x 38 1/2″ D

With a capacity of over 20 large garbage bags, the tough and durable Kamper is mostly used in
industrial and commercial applications. The two top loading lids make it easy to place garbage in
the bin, and the two front doors with the animal resistant drop bar handle makes it easy to empty.

$2425.00 CDN

SCOI Volume Discounts:

TyeDee Bin Available Colours:

Order 5+ bins = 5% discount
Order 15 + bins = 10% discount
Order 25 + bins = 20% discount

*Kamper model only available in green panels / black lid and frame

Thank you for the opportunity to quote. This quote is valid for 30 days.
We look forward to working with you to make this project a success.

